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Someday I'm gonna take a road in the mystical
And it will never be as cold as in this mystical
But I will try to find my way in this mystical love
The mystical love

But every time I look around it's so mystical
I don't know what I thought I'd find in the mystical
'cause I will always feel alone in the mystical love
The mystical love
He's back home

I will find a way to see who you are
Thought every day you're hiding far
You are the same
But locked in your mind
It hurts me every single time
The mystical love

But I will always feel ashamed in this mystical
And I will never win the game in this mystical
Someday I will forget my name in this mystical love

But I will try to find my way it's so mystical
Then I will try to get away from this mystical
But then eventually I will stay in the mystical love
The mystical love

Fly fly lullaby
I could walk in if you want me by
Something that you never try to find
Come come little born
I would wake you if you wanted warmth
If you're someone that I knew before

Love love but
Try not to trouble, so I could see your face
I'm walking by
I could walk in if you want me by
The mystical love
He's back... well he's coming back

I will find a way to see who you are
Thought every day you're hiding far
I want to go but I'm moving too slow
One day you'll hear me saying time

Never been a single time
Never heard a single chime
Never been a single day
Never seen a single ray
Si I'm going I won't stay
And one day you'll have to pay
Never been a single day
The mystical love... he's back home
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